Abstract. We define a loop to be quantum nullhomotopic if and only if it admits a nonempty quantum set of extensions to the unit disk. We show that the canonical loop in the unit circle is not quantum nullhomotopic, but that every loop in the real projective plane is quantum nullhomotopic. Furthermore, we apply Kuiper's theorem to show that the canonical loop admits a continuous family of extensions to the unit disk that is indexed by an infinite quantum space. We obtain these results using a purely topological condition that we show to be equivalent to the existence of a quantum family of extensions of a given map.
Quantum families of extensions. Noncommutative mathematics draws an analogy between unital C*-algebras and compact Hausdorff spaces. Commutative unital C*-algebras correspond bijectively to compact Hausdorff spaces, up to isomorphism of the former and up to homeomorphism of the latter, so noncommutative unital C*-algebras are viewed as "quantum compact Hausdorff spaces". Specifically, each compact Hausdorff space X corresponds to the commutative C*-algebra C(X) of continuous complex-valued functions on X, and conversely, each noncommutative unital C*-algebra is imagined to have the same form, but for some fictitious space X, whose local topology is quantum in the tautological sense that some real-valued functions on this space fail to commute, in the manner of incompatible observables.
This correspondence between compact Hausdorff spaces and commutative unital C*-algebras extends to a correspondence between continuous maps and unital * -homomorphisms. Each map f from a compact Hausdorff space X to a compact Hausdorff space Y induces a unital * -homomorphism from C(Y ) to C(X), by precompostion. We thus have a contravariant equivalence of categories. Each unital * -homomorphism between noncommutative unital C*-algebras is thus viewed as a continuous function between the corresponding quantum spaces, but in the opposite direction. This "noncommutative metaphor" can be extended further and further [6] . For the purposes of the this paper, we only recall that C(X ⊔ Y ) ∼ = C(X) ⊕ C(Y ) and C(X × Y ) ∼ = C(X) ⊗ C(Y ), for compact Hausdorff spaces X and Y , so we take the direct sum and the minimal tensor product of C*-algebras to be the appropriate generalizations of disjoint union and Cartesian product of compact Hausdorff spaces. The minimal tensor product is preferred over other notions because it distributes over the direct sum.
Let S and T be compact Hausdorff spaces, and f an ordinary map from S to T . If S is a subspace of a larger compact Hausdorff spaceS, then an extension of f toS is of course a Thus, the functor Hom(C( − ), B) is analogous to the quantum monad of Abramsky, Barbosa, de Silva, and Zapata [1] . Quantum nullhomotopic loops. Recall that a loop f : S 1 → T is nullhomotopic if and only if f extends to a map on the unit disk D 2 . As an application of the above theorem, we investigate the corresponding quantum notion. Setting S = S 1 andS = D 2 , we ask whether a map f : S 1 → T admits a family of extensions indexed by a nonempty quantum compact Hausdorff space.
This notion of quantum nullhomotopy degenerates if we allow arbitrary quantum compact Hausdorff spaces as index spaces. As a consequence of Kuiper's theorem [8] we show that the canonical loop S 1 → S 1 admits a quantum family of extensions to the unit disk:
Theorem 2.6. Let H be an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, and let L(H) be the unital C*-algebra of bounded operators on H. There is a unital * -homomorphism φ such that the following diagram commutes:
It follows that every loop in every compact Hausdorff space admits a quantum family of extensions to the unit disk indexed by the quantum compact Hausdorff space corresponding to L(H). Therefore, we make the following definition:
T is quantum nullhomotopic just in case there is a nonzero finite-dimensional Hilbert space H and unital * -homomorphism φ such that the following diagram commutes.
Equivalently, we may replace the arbitrary nonzero matrix algebra L(H) with an arbitrary nonzero finite-dimensional C*-alegebra B in this definition. This notion of quantum nullhomotopy does not degenerate:
Furthermore, it is distinct from the ordinary notion of nullhomotopy of loops:
Corollary 3.3. Every loop in RP 2 is quantum nullhomotopic.
Corollary 3.5. There is a loop in S 1 ∨ S 1 that is quantum nullhomotopic, but not nullhomotopic in the ordinary sense.
Quantum sets. If X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, then
is a C*-algebra, which is unital iff X is compact. Thus, C*-algebras are commonly viewed to be the quantum generalization of locally compact Hausdorff spaces. In particular, quantum sets should correspond to a class of C*-algebras.
The noncommutative dictionary does not yet include a widely accepted quantum generalization of sets. If the C*-algebra of compact operators is taken to correspond to a quantum set, then in fact there does exist a nonempty quantum set of extensions of the canonical loop to the unit disk. The unital * -homomorphism φ of theorem 2.6 can be viewed as a morphism, in the sense of Woronowicz [6] , from C(
, and thus, as a quantum family of extensions that is indexed by the quantum set corresponding the compact operator algebra L 0 (H).
The notion of quantum set preferred by the author excludes those quantum locally compact Hausdorff spaces that correspond to infinite-dimensional compact operator C*-algebras. Instead, quantum sets are taken to be those quantum locally compact Hausdorff spaces that correspond to c 0 -direct sums of finite matrix C*-algebras. This notion of discreteness first appeared in the context of quantum Gelfand duality [13] [5] [15] [4] . It was later promoted by the author [7] .
Decomposing the C*-algebra of a quantum set into matrix algebras, we find that a loop is quantum nullhomotopic if and only if it admits a quantum set of extensions to the unit disk, that is, a quantum family of extensions indexed by a discrete quantum space.
Quantum pseudotelepathy. Quantum families of functions can be interpreted as quantum strategies for games in which two players, traditionally named Alice and Bob, cooperate against a Referee without communicating with one another. In some instances, Alice and Bob have a winning strategy that utilizes quantum entanglement, despite having no winning strategy classically. The availability of a quantum strategy is equivalent to the existence of a quantum set of functions of one or another kind [2, In this context, the domain and codomain spaces are taken to be finite. However, it is also possible to interpret the quantum extension problem considered in this paper as an idealized game of the same kind. In the example of theorem 2.6, the Referee sends Alice and Bob elements of D 2 , and they respond with elements of S 1 . Alice and Bob lose if their responses disagree, provided that the Referee sent them both the same element of D 2 , or if either Alice or Bob fails to mirror the Referee's move, provided that the Referee sent them an element of S 1 . I speculate that this idealized game is not so far removed from the physical world as one might imagine. The players could perhaps exchange continuous values as the momenta of particles, and the Referee could be certain of sending the same value to both Alice and Bob by using a mechanism such as pair creation. The strategies implemented by Alice and Bob would necessarily be continuous, as a physical limitation.
Preliminary computations suggest that it is possible to formulate some of the results of the present paper in terms of discrete games. However, these games retain some infinitary element, e. g., the number of possible moves is infinite, or the length of play is unbounded. Furthermore, the quantum advantage becomes probabilistic, rather than deterministic. Thus, the significance of such reformulations is uncertain.
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quantum extensions
Let S and T be compact Hausdorff spaces, and let H be a nonzero finite-dimensional Hilbert space. In this section, we demonstrate a one-to-one correspondence between the unital * -homomorphisms from C(T ) to C(S) ⊗ L(H), and the continuous functions from S to Hom(C(T ), L(H)). There are several reasonable ways to gloss the term C(S) ⊗ L(H) that turn out to be equivalent, and likewise for Hom(C(T ), L(H)). The C*-algebras C(S) and L(H) are both nuclear, so there is a unique cross-norm on their algebraic tensor product. In fact, their algebraic tensor product is already isomorphic to the C*-algebra of dim(H) × dim(H) matrices over C(S), so the term C(S)⊗L(H) can refer equivalently to the maximum tensor product, the minimum tensor product, or the algebraic tensor product of the two C*-algebras.
The space Hom(C(T ), L(H)) consists of unital * -homomorphisms from C(T ) to L(H). This set is typically equipped with the point-norm topology, which is characterized by the condition that a net (φ α ) converges to φ ∞ if and only if for each function b in C(T ), the net (φ α (b)) converges to φ ∞ (b) in the operator norm topology. We instead equip Hom(C(T ), L(H)) with the kaonization of the compact-open topology, which we will later show to be equivalent to the point-norm topology. We do so to reason in Steenrod's convenient category of compactly generated spaces [14] . We summarize a few of its basic aspects.
Steenrod's convenient category is a subcategory of the category of topological spaces and continuous functions that includes all locally compact spaces and all metrizable spaces. It is convenient primarily in the sense that it is Cartesian closed: for all objects X, Y , and Z of the category, the space of continuous functions C(Y, Z) is itself an object of the category, and there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the continuous function from X × Y to Z and the continuous functions from X to C(Y, Z). However, the category is inconvenient in the sense that the topology of the category-theoretic product X × Y is sometimes different from the usual product topology.
The objects of Steenrod's category are the so-called compactly generated Hausdorff spaces. These spaces are characterized by the criterion that any set whose intersection with every compact set is closed must itself be closed. Kaonization is the functor from Hausdorff spaces to compactly generated Hausdorff spaces that adds closed sets according to this criterion; it is typically denoted by the lower-case letter k. The category-theoretic product of two compactly generated Hausdorff spaces X and Y is the kaonization of the usual topological product. The morphisms of Steenrod's category are ordinary continuous functions, and the set of continuous functions C(Y, Z) is canonically equipped with the kaonization of the compact-open topology on this set. If X is locally compact, then the product topology on X × Y is already compactly generated. If Y is compact, and Z is metrizable, then the compact-open topology on C(Y, Z) is also already compactly generated; it is simply the uniform topology. In particular, in Steenrod's category, C(S) = C(S, C) and C(T ) = C(T, C) are canonically equipped with their usual norm topologies.
With this overview of the compactly generated spaces, we are ready to formally state and prove the claimed one-to-one correspondence. Implicitly, the morphisms of compact Hausdorff spaces are continuous functions, and the morphisms of unital C*-algebras are unital * -homomorphisms.
Proof.
The compact-open topology on C(S, B) is the topology of uniform convergence. It is a metrizable topology, so it is compactly generated; thus, the topology on C(S, B) in Steenrod's convenient category is just the usual one. There is a well known isomorphism between the C*-algebras C(S) ⊗ B and C(S, B) [10, theorem 6.4.17], which is natural in S and B, so it is sufficient to establish that Hom(A, C(S, B)) ∼ = C(S, Hom(A, B)).
We obtain this natural homeomorphism as a restriction of the following composition:
Both natural homeomorphisms are instances of the Cartesian closedness of Steenrod's convenient category. Each continuous function π from A to C(S, B) corresponds to a continuous function π ′ from S to C(A, B), which is defined by π ′ (s)(a) = π(a)(s) for all a ∈ A, for all s ∈ S. Thus, if π is a unital * -homomorphism, then for each s ∈ S, π ′ (s) is a unital * -homomorphism, and vica versa, because the algebraic structure of C(S, B) is defined pointwise. We conclude that the natural homeomorphism C(A, C(S, B)) ∼ = C(S, C(A, B)) restricts to a natural homeomorphism Hom(A, C(S, B)) ∼ = C(S, Hom(A, B)).
For reference, we record that each unital * -homomorphism φ : A → C(S) ⊗ B corresponds to the continuous function s → (eval s ⊗ id B )(φ( · )). The point-norm topology is generated by subbasis elements of the form {t | t(v)−w < ǫ} for v ∈ V , w ∈ W , and ǫ > 0. The compact-open topology is of course generated by subbasis elements of the form {t | t(K) ⊆ U} for K ⊆ V compact, and U ⊆ W open. Both Banach spaces are equipped with their norm topologies.
Proof. It is well known that convergence in the compact-open topology is equivalent to uniform convergence on compact subsets of the domain, whenever the codomain is a metric space. The point-norm topology is just the topology of pointwise convergence. Convergence of the former kind clearly implies convergence of the latter kind, so it remains only to show the converse. Let (t α ) be a net in L(V, W ) 1 converging pointwise to a linear operator t ∞ , itself automatically of norm at most 1. Let K be a compact subset of V , and let ǫ > 0. Being compact, the set V is totally bounded, so we can cover K by a finitely many open balls
. ., and t α (v n ) − t α (v n ) < ǫ. Every element v of K is within distance ǫ of some v i , so we calculate:
Thus, (t α ) converges uniformly to t ∞ on K. Therefore, pointwise convergence implies uniform convergence on compact subsets. Proposition 1.4. We have a bijection, natural in the compact Hausdorff space S, and the unital C*-algebras A and B,
where Hom(A, B) denotes the set of all unital * -homomorphisms from A to B, equipped with the point-norm topology. It takes each each unital * -homomorphism φ :
Proof. This proposition is just lemma 1.2, with a different topology on Hom (A, B) . The point-norm topology on Hom(A, B) is equal to the compact-open topology by lemma 1.3. Thus, the topology on Hom(A, B) in lemma 1.2 is equivalently the kaonization of the pointnorm topology. Since S is a compact Hausdorff space, the set of continuous functions from S to Hom (A, B) is the same if we equip Hom(A, B) with just the point-norm topology, without kaonizing it. Thus, the proposition follows. Proof. Let p be the function from T to Hom(C(T ), B) that corresponds to π under the bijection of proposition 1.4. For each t ∈ T , and all a ∈ C(T ), we compute: (2) There is a unital * -homomorphism φ :
Proof. Apply proposition 1.4, with A = C(T ) to obtain the following commutative diagram:
The homomorphism π is an element of Hom(C(T ), C(T ) ⊗ B)), and the map ı is an element of C(T, Hom(C(T ), B)). By lemma 1.5, the two elements correspond to each other under the indicated bijection. Condition (1) is equivalently that there exists an elementf of C(S, Hom(C(T ), B)) whose image in C(S, Hom(C(T ), B)) is equal to the image of ı in that set. Condition (2) is equivalently that there exists an element φ of Hom(C(T ), C(S) ⊗ B)) whose image in Hom(C(T ), C(S) ⊗ B)) us equal to the image of π in that set. The commutative diagram demonstrates that the two conditions are equivalent, establishing the theorem.
We close this section by observing that the space Hom(C(T ), M n (C)) is necessarily compact for every n. Lemma 1.7. Let A be a unital C*-algebra, and let n be a positive integer. The space Hom(A, M n (C)) of unital * -homomorphisms from A to M n (C), equipped with the compactopen topology, or equivalently, with the point-norm topology, is compact. If A is separable, then Hom(A, M n (C)) has a countable basis for the point-norm topology.
Proof. The two topologies are equivalent as a special case of lemma 1.3. To observe compactness, we put the set Hom(A, M n (C)) through the following isomorphisms in Steenrod's convenient category:
The set Hom(A, M n (C)) is closed in C(A, M n (C)). A unital * -homomorphism has norm at most 1, so Hom(A, M n (C)) corresponds to a closed subset of L(A, C) 1 × · · · × L(A, C) 1 . By lemma 1.3, the compact-open topology on L(A, C) 1 is just the point-norm topology, or equivalently, the weak* topology. By Alaoglu's theorem, the unit ball L(A, C) 1 is compact. Thus, the topology on L(A, C) 1 as a subspace of C(A, C) in Steenrod's convenient category is just the weak* topology. Therefore the space Hom(A, M n (C)) is compact. Furthermore, if A is separable, then the unit ball L(A, C) 1 is metrizable [12, exercise 2.5.3], implying the same for Hom(A, M n (C)). Of course, for compact Hausdorff spaces metrizability is equivalent to the existence of a countable basis.
quantum loops
We write S 1 for the unit circle, D 2 for the unit disk, and j : S 1 ֒→ D 2 for the inclusion map.
Definition 2.1. Let T be a compact Hausdorff space. A loop in T is a function f : S 1 → T . A loop f is quantum nullhomotopic just in case there is a nonzero finite-dimensional Hilbert space H and a unital * -homomorphism φ :
Equivalently, f is nullhomotopic if and only if there exists an positive integer n, and a unital * -homomorphism φ :
) such that applying j ⋆ to every element of the matrix φ(a) yields the matrix f ⋆ (a) · I n for all a ∈ C(T ).
Corollary 2.2. Let T be a compact Hausdorff space. A loop f in T is quantum nullhomotopic if and only if there is a positive integer n such that the loop
is nullhomotopic in the ordinary sense, where ı is defined by ı(t)(a) = a(t) · I n .
Proof. Apply theorem 1.6, with S = S 1 andS = D 2 .
Proposition 2.3. Let g be a continuous function from a compact Hausdorff space T 1 to a compact Hausdorff space T 2 . If a loop f :
Proof. Apply corollary 2.2. Let n be a positive integer such that the loop ı ⋆ (f ) : S 1 → Hom(C(T 1 ), M n (C)) is nullhomotopic in the ordinary sense. We show that the loop ı ⋆ (g • f ) :
is a continuous image of the loop ı ⋆ (f ).
•g ⋆ For each point s on the circle S 1 , and all a 2 ∈ C(T 2 ), we calculate that
Thus, the homomorphism ı ⋆ (g•f )(s) is obtained by composing ı ⋆ (f )(s) with g ⋆ . This is a continuous function from Hom(C(T 1 ), M n (C)) to Hom(C(T 2 ), M n (C)), since Hom(C( − ), M n (C)) is a functor from the category of compact Hausdorff spaces and continuous functions to Steenrod's convenient category. Being a continuous image of a nullhomotopic loop, the loop ı ⋆ (g • f ) is also nullhomotopic. Appealing a second time to corollary 2.2, we conclude that g • f is quantum nullhomotopic. Proof. Let f : S 1 → S 1 be the identity function, and suppose that f is quantum nullhomotopic as a loop in S 1 . By corollary 2.2, there is a positive integer n such that the loop ı ⋆ (f ) : S 1 → Hom(C(S 1 ), M n (C)) is nullhomotopic. We will compose ı ⋆ (f ) with two other continuous functions to obtain a loop which we know is not nullhomotopic, arriving at a contradiction.
First, let z be the inclusion of S 1 into C; it is a unitary operator in C(S 1 ). Evaluation at z is a function from Hom(C(S 1 ), M n (C)) to the space U(n) of unitary n × n matrices. This function eval z is continuous because all evaluation functions are continuous in Steenrod's convenient category.
Second, the determinant is a continuous function from U(n) to S 1 . Thus, we obtain a nullhomotopic loop det
For each point s on the circle S 1 we calculate that
It is a basic fact that this loop is not nullhomotopic. We have reached a contradiction. Therefore, f is not quantum nullhomotopic.
Lemma 2.5. Let B a be a unital C*-algebra, and let z : S 1 ֒→ C be the inclusion map. Evaluation at z is a homeomorphism
where U(B) denotes the set of unitary operators in B, equipped with the norm topology.
Proof. Recall that the C*-algebra C(S 1 ) is isomorphic to the group C*-algebra C * (Z) [3, proposition VII.1.1]. The inclusion function z : S 1 ֒→ C is mapped to the generator u 1 of C * (Z). The C*-algebra C * (Z) is evidently the universal C*-algebra for a single unitary operator: for any C*-algebra B, there is a bijective correspondence between the unital * -homomorphisms from C * (Z) to B, and the unitary operators in B. Each such unital * -homomorphism sends the generator u 1 to the corresponding unitary in B. Therefore, we have a bijection eval z from Hom(C(S 1 ), B) to U(B), defined by ρ → ρ(z). The bijection eval z is continuous, because all evaluation functions are continuous in Steenrod's convenient category. To show that it is a homeomorphism, let (ρ λ ) be a net in Hom(C(S 1 ), B) whose image (eval z (ρ λ )) converges to eval z (ρ) for some homomorphism ρ in Hom(C(S 1 ), B). In other words, (ρ λ (z)) converges to ρ(z). The operations that make up the * -algebra structure of B are all continuous in the norm topology, so in fact, (ρ λ (a)) converges to ρ(a) for all a in the unital * -subalgebra A 0 of C(S 1 ) that is generated by z. Let a be any element of C(S 1 ). The algebra A 0 is dense in C(S 1 ) by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, so we can choose a sequence (a n ) in A 0 such that a n − a ≤ 1/n for each positive integer n. We now estimate that for each positive integer n, ρ(a) − ρ λ (a) ≤ ρ(a) − ρ(a n ) + ρ(a n ) − ρ λ (a n ) + ρ λ (a n ) − ρ λ (a) ≤ ρ · a n − a + ρ(a n ) − ρ λ (a n ) + ρ λ · a n − a
The term ρ(a n ) − ρ λ (a n ) converges to 0 as λ goes to infinity, so lim sup λ ρ(a) − ρ λ (a) ≤ 2/n. We have this estimate for each positive integer n, so lim λ ρ(a) − ρ λ (a) = 0. In other words, ρ λ converges to ρ in the point-norm topology. Therefore, eval
is norm-(point-norm) continuous, and thus, by lemma 1.3, it is norm-(compact-open) continuous.
It is an elementary fact about compactly generated spaces that kaonization does not introduce or eliminate compact subset. In this case, if a set K ⊆ Hom(C(S 1 ), B) if compact in the kaonized compact-open topology, then it is compact in the compact-open topology itself, and vice versa. Thus, we have shown that eval z induces a one-to-one correspondence between the compact subsets of Hom(C(S 1 ), B) and the compact subsets of U(B). Since both spaces are compactly generated, eval z must be a homeomorphism. Theorem 2.6. Let H be a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. There is a unital * -homomorphism φ :
The proof of this theorem is a more elaborate variation on the proof of proposition 2.4. We write U(H) for the set of unitary operators in L(H), equipped with the norm topology.
Proof. We apply theorem 1.6, with S = S 1 , T = S 1 ,S = D 2 , B = L(H), and f = id S 1 . Specifically, we show that the function ı :
Composing ı with the homeomorphism eval z of lemma 2.5, we obtain the loop eval z • ı in U(H). By Kuiper's theorem [8, theorem (3) ], U(H) is contractible, so the loop eval z • ı is nullhomotopic. Since eval z is a homeomorphism by lemma 2.5, the loop ı must also be nullhomotopic. Applying, theorem 1.6, we reach the desired conclusion.
every loop in RP
2 is quantum nullhomotopic
We define the circle S 1 to be a subspace of C, and the sphere S 2 to be a subspace of C ×R. Explicitly, the circle S 1 consists of complex numbers α such that |α| 2 = 1, and the sphere S 2 consists of pairs (α, t) in C × R such that |α| 2 + t 2 = 1. The sphere S 2 is homeomorphic to CP 1 ; we explicitly describe one such homeomorphism that is convenient in this context.
Write R 1 (M 2 (C)) for the space of reflection matrices of negative determinant, i. e., for the space of 2 × 2 complex matrices b such that b * = b, b 2 = 1, and det(b) = −1. There is a nice homeomorphism h : S 2 → R 1 (M 2 (C)) given by the formula h(α, t) = t α α −t .
It satisfies h(−x) = −h(x) for all points x ∈ S 2 . The elements of R 1 (M 2 (C)) are exactly the matrices with spectrum equal to {1, −1}. Thus, for any matrix b in R 1 (M 2 (C)), the matrices (1 + b)/2 and (1 − b)/2 are rank-one projections, orthogonal to each other. We obtain a pair of homeomorphisms x → (1 + h(x))/2, and x → (1 − h(x))/2, from the space S 2 to the space P 1 (M 2 (C)) of rank-one projections, with the property that their values at every point x of the sphere S 2 are orthogonal.
Lemma 3.1. Let T be a compact Hausdorff space. The space Hom(C(T ), M 2 (C)) is a quotient of S 2 × T × T :
All three spaces are compact Hausdorff spaces. The space (S 2 × T × T )/Z 2 is the quotient of S 2 × T × T by the involution (x, t 1 , t 2 ) → (−x, t 2 , t 1 ), and q 1 is the corresponding quotient map. The quotient map q 2 takes each orbit {(x, t 1 , t 2 ), (−x, t 2 , t 1 )} to the homomorphism
The quotient map q 2 identifies distinct orbits {(x, t 1 , t 2 ), (−x, t 2 , t 1 )} and {(x ′ , t
Proof. The first space S 2 × T × T is a compact Hausdorff space because it is a product of compact Hausdorff spaces. The second space (S 2 × T × T )/Z 2 is a compact Hausdorff space because it is the quotient of a compact Hausdorff space by the action of a finite group. The third space Hom(C(T ), M 2 (C)) is a compact Hausdorff space by lemma 1.7.
The expression ( * ) clearly names a morphism in Steenrod's convenient category, i. e., a continuous function from S 2 × T × T to C(C(T, C), M 2 (C)). It is immediately apparent from the expression that this continuous function is invariant under the action of Z 2 . Therefore, it factors through the quotient map q 1 , via a continuous function q 2 .
For all points x in S 2 , the matrices (1 + h(x))/2 and (1 − h(x))/2 are rank-one projections that sum to the identity matrix. Furthermore, for all points t 1 and t 2 in T the evaluation functions eval t 1 and eval t 2 are unital * -homomorphisms. It follows that for all points (x, t 1 , t 2 ) in the product space S 2 × T × T , the expression ( * ) names a unital * -homomorphism. Therefore, the range of q 2 is a subset of Hom(C(T ), M 2 (C)).
We collect a couple of basic facts. First, the range of any element ρ in Hom(C(T ), M 2 (C)) is a commutative unital C*-subalgebra of M 2 (C). In particular, it is isomorphic to either C or C 2 . Second, if ρ = (q 2 • q 1 )(x, t 1 , t 2 ) for some (x, t 1 , t 2 ) ∈ S 2 ×T ×T , then the dimension of ρ(C(T )) depends on whether the points t 1 and t 2 are equal or distinct. If they are equal, then ρ = eval t 1 (·)I 2 , so ρ(C(T )) ∼ = C. If t 1 and t 2 are distinct, then the distinct characters eval t 1 and eval t 2 both factor through ρ : C(T ) → ρ(C(T )), so ρ(C(T )) cannot be one-dimensional, and thus, ρ(C(T )) ∼ = C 2 .
Let ρ be any element of Hom(C(T ), M 2 (C)). First, assume that ρ(C(T )) ∼ = C. It follows that ρ is the composition of a unital * -homomorphism γ : C(T ) → C with the canonical inclusion C ֒→ M 2 (C). By Gelfand duality, any such homomorphism γ is equal to eval t for some point t. Thus, ρ = eval t ( · )I 2 = q 2 (q 1 ((1, 0) , t, t)). Now assume that ρ(C(T )) ∼ = C 2 . It follows that we can write ρ as γ 1 ( · )b 1 + γ 2 ( · )b 2 , for pairwise orthogonal projections b 1 and b 2 in ρ(C(T )), and unital * -homomorphisms γ 1 and γ 2 from C(T ) to C. By Gelfand duality, there exist points t 1 and t 2 such that γ 1 = eval t 1 and γ 2 = eval t 2 . There also exists a point x in the sphere S 2 such that b 1 = (1 + h(x))/2, and consequently, such that x, t 1 , t 2 ) ). Therefore, q 2 is surjective. As any continuous surjective function between compact Hausdorff spaces it must be a quotient map.
Let w = {(x, t 1 , t 2 ), (−x, t 2 , t 1 )} and
. Conversely, assume that q 2 (w) = q 2 (w ′ ), and write ρ = q 2 (w) = q 2 (w ′ ). The range ρ(C(T )) is isomorphic to either C or C 2 . If it is isomorphic to C, then t 1 = t 2 , t
. Therefore, assume that the range ρ(C(T )) is isomorphic to C 2 . The two minimal projections in q 2 (w)(C(T )) are (1 + h(x))/2 or (1 − h(x))/2, and similarly the two minimal projections in
Since the C*-algebras q 2 (w)(C(T )) and q 2 (w ′ )(C(T )) are equal, the projection (1 + h(x))/2 must be equal to either
If ψ is a path in S 2 , and φ 1 and φ 2 are paths in T , we write [ψ, φ 1 , φ 2 ] for the homotopy class of the path (ψ, φ 1 , φ 2 ) defined by τ → (ψ(τ ), φ 1 (τ ), φ 2 (τ )).
Theorem 3.2. Let T be a compact Hausdorff space with distinguished point t 0 . Write q for the composition of the quotient maps q 1 and q 2 in lemma 3.1, and write
for the induced homomorphism of fundamental groups. For every path ϕ : [0, 1] → T , beginning and ending at t 0 , we have that q * [cnst (1, 0) , ϕ,
Proof. Let σ be the path in S 2 , beginning at (1, 0) and ending at (−1, 0), defined by σ(τ ) = (exp(πiτ ), 0). The path q • (σ, cnst t 0 , cnst t 0 ) is the constant path at eval t 0 , by lemma 3.1. It follows that q * [σ, cnst t 0 , cnst t 0 ] is the identity element of π 1 (Hom(C(T ), M 2 (C)), eval t 0 ).
Let ϕ : [0, 1] → T be any path in T beginning and ending at t 0 . Appealing to lemma 3.1 in the first step, we calculate that = q * ([cnst (1, 0) , ϕ, cnst t 0 ] · [cnst (1, 0) , cnst t 0 , ϕ]) = q * [cnst (1, 0) , ϕ, cnst t 0 ] · q * [cnst (1, 0) , cnst t 0 , ϕ] = q * [cnst (1, 0) , ϕ, cnst t 0 ] · q * [cnst (1, 0) , ϕ, cnst t 0 ] = q * ([cnst (1, 0) , ϕ, cnst t 0 ] · [cnst (1, 0) , ϕ, cnst t 0 ]) Thus, ı * [φ] is the identity element of π 1 (Hom(C(T ), M 2 (C)), eval t 0 ). Therefore, for every loop f : S 1 → T , the loop ι • f is nullhomotopic. By corollary 2.2, we conclude that every loop in T = RP 2 is quantum nullhomotopic.
Proposition 3.4. Let T be a compact Hausdorff space with distinguished point t 0 . The group ı * (π 1 (T, t 0 )) is commutative.
Proof. T, t 0 ) ) is commutative.
Corollary 3.5. There is a loop in (S 1 , 1) ∨ (S 1 , 1) that is quantum nullhomotopic, but not nullhomotopic in the ordinary sense.
Proof. The fundamental group of T = S 1 ∨S 1 is the free group on two generators. Therefore, the commutator of its two generators yields a loop f in S 1 ∨ S 1 that is not nullhomotopic. However, the image of this loop f in Hom(C(T ), M 2 (C)) must be nullhomotopic by proposition 3.4. It follows that f is quantum nullhomotopic by corollary 2.2.
